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Abstract— The utilization of hidden Markov models (HMMs) has discovered broad use in numerous distinctive
zones. This part concentrates on HMMs connected to the performance evaluation of PC frameworks and networks.
In the wake of exhibiting a brief audit of foundation material on HMMs, applications, for example, channel
postponement and misfortune qualities, movement demonstrating what's more, workload era are overviewed. The
force of HMMs as indicators of performance measurements is likewise highlighted. We finish up by introducing a
couple components of the module of the Tangram-II performance evaluation device that is focused to HMMs.
Keywords— Hidden Markov models, performance evaluation, network applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hidden Markov models (HMM) have been utilized as a part of a heap of applications that incorporate
discourse acknowledgment, signal preparing, counterfeit consciousness, computational science, money, picture
handling, and restorative determination, to give some examples. Reference [2] gives a thorough book reference of
more than 300 articles on these applications. The main major fruitful use of HMMs was in discourse
acknowledgment [13] and was trailed by application in a far reaching set of use regions. The HMM structure gives a
rich hypothetical premise that can be adjusted to a wide range of applications. In spite of the vast assemblage of
writing on HMM applications, its utilization in performance evaluation and PC correspondence is moderately new.
The presentation of the application of HMMs in performance displaying persuades the present part.
In performance displaying, the expert generally has an unmistakable comprehension of how the framework to be
investigated works. In the event that a Markovian model is the worldview of decision, the fundamental errand is to
choose the fitting framework state variables and the scope of conceivable qualities for each. Case in point, on the off
chance that the framework can be demonstrated by a solitary server line and the objective is to anticipate the holding
up time for a given landing rate, the state variable of decision is the quantity of clients lined for administration. Other
state variables might be presented, for example, to speak to a stage sort administration time appropriation (rather
than the exponential dispersion) or to speak to changes in the mean entry rate with time. Another sort of model that
falls in this class is accessibility demonstrating.
For this situation, state variables speak to parts that can be operational or in various methods of disappointment. Among
the inquiries one may answer is the portion of time the framework is accessible to the client and the likelihood that the
framework falls flat in a given time interim.
Typically, models like a straightforward queuing framework or steadfastness model, are parameterized from some
earlier information of the framework conduct. A key point to have as a primary concern is that, in these models, one
takes the perspective that the framework state is specifically discernible. On the opposite, with HMM the framework
condition of the fundamental procedure is accepted to not be specifically discernible. Or maybe one can watch a few
values that are a probabilistic capacity of the condition of the basic Markov process. (Hence the starting point of the
name Hidden Markov Model).
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In this segment we first compress the documentation to be utilized as a part of whatever remains of this section. In the
past segment we depicted a commonplace kind of use of HMMs and the sorts of inquiry that the model might be
utilized to reply with regards to that application. Here we compress, autonomous of a specific application, a more
formal meaning of a HMM and the most widely recognized classifications of issues crosswise over applications. Later
segments

will

examine

specific

applications

in

the

setting

of

performance

evaluation.

To elucidate these thoughts, consider the accompanying basic illustration. Assume that one is keen on
foreseeing the conduct of a client who is skimming through the website pages of an online book store. Expect that we
might want to decide the likelihood that a particular client is prepared to arrange a thing taking into account their past
conduct inside their session. Assume that, in the wake of considering the conduct of numerous clients, the examiner
chooses to manufacture a basic 4-state Markovian model. Expect that the client's states are picked as takes after:
simply scanning (JB), looking for things in the store, intrigued by an item (IP) and prepared to arrange a thing (RO).
For accommodation we additionally present a leaving (LV) state to the model to demonstrate that a client can leave in
the wake of being in any of the past states. (A move to state LV to compares to a session finishing and a new session
begins in this particular case with a move to state JB.)
To gauge the move probabilities, we may for instance, take after the direction of a set of clients, where the clients
show along the way their present condition of plan. At that point, with this preparation information, one may gauge
the state move probabilities from this case information utilizing the relative recurrence of moves from the picked
states. Figure 1(a) represents one conceivable Markov chain and its move probabilities.

Fig.1 An example of (a) a simple Markovian model of customer behavior; (b) an application example of HMMs.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
a client visits and not their condition of goal. For instance, expect that there are 7 distinctive sorts of pages in
the site: item diagram (O), item subtle elements (D), set of items inside a classification (C), shopping basket (S), buy
(P), exit (E). It is anything but difficult to record the sort of pages the client taps on, however we can't know the
client's goal specifically. As an outcome, we can't straightforwardly watch the condition of the client's goal (JB, IP,
RO). In any case, it is natural that the states are related with the grouping of perceptions. At the end of the day,
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theMarkov states JB, IP, RO are hidden in the preparation information yet the grouping of page sorts being gone by is
known also, gives some proof of what the client's condition of goal is.
Accept that, some way or another, we can decide the move probabilities of the hidden chain and, for each hidden
state, the restrictive likelihood of radiating a discernible image. (In this case, the likelihood of tapping on a specific
page sort (O, D, and so on.). Figure 1(b) demonstrates the hidden states and discernible images of the model. A run
of the mill inquiry to be asked is what is the most likely hidden state (that is, the client plan) given the watched
arrangement of pages went to up to the present time.
Be that as it may, as said above, when all is said in done we don't have the foggiest idea about from the
earlier the move probabilities of the hidden chain. Truth be told, in many issues, we don't know what number of
states the hidden chain contains. (Envision that you not just can't play out a test, as portrayed prior, where an
arrangement

of

clients

intentionally

give

the

data

of

their

purpose

yet

you

may

not

indeed, even from the earlier know the quantity of or translation of the "conditions of expectation".) For this
situation, you know minimal about the hidden MC and can just record the succession of page snaps for various
sessions. In any case, to answer the topic of the past section we should first form a totally indicated hidden MC
(counting all move probabilities) furthermore the likelihood of clicking a page of every sort molded on the present
condition of the hidden MC. The main data accessible might be the grouping of page snaps. For this situation, the
issue is to locate the obscure model parameters that boost the likelihood that the watched succession is produced by
the model. (As a rule this will rely on upon (an) a from the earlier likelihood dispersion over the space of
conceivable models and (b) the contingent likelihood of the watched sequence(s) given a particular model.
IV.

RESULT ANALYSIS

Training: The most difficult task is to adjust the model parameter to accurately represent the word under consideration.
In training mode large amount of voice data ( from different speaker ) is given to HMM model. Using this, HMM adjust
its probability distribution and transition matrix. There is no global optimal algorithm for learning. Every HMM must be
trained to maximize it’s (local optimum) recognition power.

Fig.2 Training Data
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I have taken total 9 data set of different voices that is traningdata.then 3 training sets have taken that are compare each
every sets that will be get selected.

Fig.3 Create audio data group

Fig.4 Train data using HMM

Fig.5 Play audio file for testing
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Initially HMM for phoneme (beforelearning) consists of 3-state and it’s output probability distribution areinitialized
randomly. It gets automatically updated once the training starts.

That are total 9 data sets of different voice

Fig.6 Speech recognition using HMM

Fig.7 Output of HMM
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Fig.8 Image of probability

The probability Output
Table no.3.5 The Output probability
Training Loops Steps

Total Output Probability(log)

1.Loops 6

-5.95e+003

2.Loops 13

-4.83e+003

3.Loops 13

-5.38e+003

4.Loops 12

-5.07e+003

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, an EMG-based ASR scheme is proposed and the performance of the proposed scheme was evaluated. Our
interests are mainly focused on the representation of the state observation probabilities. The underlying assumption is that
inter channel dependencies exist among the features derived from the multichannel EMG data. The dependencies were
represented using cross correlational probabilities between individual channel data and global control variables. Several
related issues including model parameter estimation were also proposed, based on a maximum likelihood criterion.
The findings here show that HMM derived from the dependent model produced better recognition accuracy than the independent model. This was confirmed by experimental results, yielding up to an 85.07% recognition accuracy where
recognition was performed on the isolated words. The resultant recognition accuracy of the proposed model is
comparable with that of the early integration model. The proposed approach can be applied to the other multichannel
ASR schemes, such as audio visual ASR systems.
To increase the usefulness of the EMG based ASR system, some practical aspects should be considered. For example, the
number of words to be recognized should be increased. More-over, the system can recognize more complicated sentences.
Another weak point of the proposed scheme is that the locations of electrodes were not determined optimally. Hence, a
detailed analysis of the relationship between the function of each facial muscle and the phonemes spoken would be
desirable. This will provide clues for determining the optimal locations for collecting the surface EMG signals. Our future
studies will focus on these issues.
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